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Abstract

The fear of somatic sensations is highly relevant in the etiology and maintenance
of various disorders. Nevertheless, little is known about this fear of body symptoms and
many questions are yet unanswered. Especially physiological studies on interoceptive
threat are rare. Therefore, the present thesis investigated defensive mobilization,
autonomic arousal, and brain activation during the anticipation of, exposure to, and
recovery from unpleasant body sensations. Symptoms were provoked using a
standardized hyperventilation procedure in a sample of high (and as controls: low) anxiety
sensitive individuals - a population high at risk for developing a panic disorder and high
in fear of internal body symptoms.
In study one, anxious apprehension was investigated during anticipation of
interoceptive threat (somatic sensations evoked by hyperventilation) and exteroceptive
threat (electric shock). Symptom reports, autonomic arousal, and defensive mobilization
assessed by the startle eyeblink response were analyzed. Extending the knowledge on
anticipation of interoceptive threat, study two investigated the neural networks activated
during anxious apprehension of unpleasant body sensations. Symptom reports and startle
response data were collected during a learning session after which participants high and
low in fear of somatic symptoms attended a fMRI session anticipating threat
(hyperventilation – learned to provoke unpleasant symptoms) or safety (normal
breathing). Study three examined the actual exposure to internal body symptoms,
investigating symptoms reports, autonomic arousal, and the startle eyeblink response
during guided breathing (hyperventilation and, as a non-provocative comparison
condition, normoventilation) and during recovery. And finally, study four addressed
changes in the defensive mobilization during repeated interoceptive exposure via a
hyperventilation procedure. High and low anxiety sensitive persons went through two
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guided hyperventilation and normoventilation procedures that were spaced one week
apart while symptom reports, breathing parameters, and startle response magnitudes were
measured.
In study one it was demonstrated that the anticipation of exteroceptive threat led
to a defensive and autonomic mobilization in high and low anxiety sensitive individuals,
while during interoceptive threat only high anxiety sensitive participants were
characterized by a potentiated startle response and autonomic activation. Imaging data of
study two revealed that 1) during anticipation of hyperventilation all participants were
characterized by an increased activation of a fear network consisting of anterior insula/
orbitofrontal cortex and rostral parts of the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex/ dorsomedial
prefrontal cortex, 2) high fear individuals showed higher anxious apprehension than low
fear controls during the entire context (safe and threat conditions), indexed by an overall
stronger activation of the described network, and 3) while low fear controls learned that
(undisclosed to all participants) in the fMRI scanner the threat cue was not followed by
an unpleasant hyperventilation task, high fear participants continued to show stronger fear
network activation to this cue. In study three it was demonstrated, that the
hyperventilation procedure led to a marked increase in somatic symptoms and to
autonomic arousal. While high and low anxiety sensitive groups did not differ during
hyperventilation, in the early recovery only high anxiety sensitive individuals showed
defensive mobilization, indicated by potentiated startle response magnitudes, and
increased

autonomic

arousal

after

hyperventilation

as

compared

to

after

normoventilation. Substantiating these findings, in study four all participants reported
more symptoms during hyperventilation than during normoventilation, in both sessions.
Nevertheless, only high anxiety sensitive participants displayed a potentiation of startle
response magnitudes after the first hyper- vs. normoventilation. One week later, when the
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exercise was repeated this potentiation was no longer present and thus both groups no
longer differed in their defensive mobilization. Even more, the number of reported
baseline symptoms decreased from session one to session two in the high-AS group.
While high anxiety sensitive persons reported increased baseline anxiety symptoms in
session one, groups did not anymore differ in session two.
These data indicate that the standardized hyperventilation procedure is a valid
paradigm to induce somatic symptoms. Moreover, it induces anxious apprehension
especially in persons highly fearful of internal body symptoms. The repetition of
interoceptive exposure, however, reduces associated fear in highly fearful individuals.
Thus, this paradigm might provide an innovative method to study anxious apprehension
and also treatment effects in patients with panic disorder. The present findings are
integrated and discussed in the light of the current literature.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Angst vor körperlichen Empfindungen ist höchst relevant in der Ätiologie und
Aufrechterhaltung verschiedener Störungen. Dennoch ist wenig bekannt über Angst vor
Körpersymptomen und viele Fragen sind bislang unbeantwortet. Insbesondere
physiologische Studien über interozeptive Bedrohung sind rar. Daher untersuchte die
vorliegende Arbeit defensive Mobilisierung, autonome Erregung und Hirnaktivierung
während der Antizipation, der Exposition und der Erholung von unangenehmen
Körperempfindungen. Die Symptome wurden provoziert mittels einer standardisierten
Hyperventilationsaufgabe in einer Stichprobe von hoch (und als Kontrollen: niedrig)
angstsensitiven Personen - eine Population mit erhöhtem Risiko für die Entwicklung einer
Panikstörung und mit starker Angst vor Körpersymptomen.
In Studie eins wurde Erwartungsangst während der Antizipation interozeptiver
Bedrohung (körperliche Empfindungen, die durch Hyperventilation hervorgerufen
werden) und exterozeptiver Bedrohung (elektrotaktile Stimulation) untersucht.
Symptomberichte, autonome Erregung und defensive Mobilisierung, erhoben mittels
Messung des Schreckreflexes, wurden analysiert. Studie zwei erweiterte das Wissen über
die Antizipation interozeptiver Bedrohung durch die Untersuchung der neuronalen
Netzwerke, die während ängstlicher Erwartung unangenehmer Körperempfindungen
aktiviert

werden.

Hyperventilation

Während
wurden

einer

Trainings-Sitzung

Symptomberichte

und

zum

Kennenlernen

Schreckreflexdaten

der

erhoben.

Anschließend nahmen die hoch und niedrig ängstlichen Teilnehmer an einer fMRTUntersuchung teil, in der sie Bedrohung (Hyperventilation – als Auslöser unangenehmer
Symptome) oder Sicherheit (normale Atmung) erwarteten. Studie drei untersuchte die
tatsächliche Exposition gegenüber Körpersymptomen. Hier wurden Symptomberichte,
autonome Erregung und Schreckreflex während geleiteter Hyperventilation (und als
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nicht-symptomauslösende Vergleichsbedingung während geleiteter Normoventilation)
sowie während der Erholungsphase untersucht. Studie vier beschäftigte sich mit
Veränderungen in der defensiven Mobilisierung bei wiederholter interozeptiver
Exposition mittels Hyperventilation. Hoch und niedrig angstsensitive Personen
durchliefen zwei geführte Hyperventilations- und Normoventilationsprozeduren im
Abstand von einer Woche, während Symptomberichte, Atmungsparameter und Stärke
des Schreckreflexes gemessen wurden.
In Studie eins wurde gezeigt, dass die Antizipation exterozeptiver Bedrohung zu
einer defensiven und autonomen Mobilisierung in hoch und niedrig angstsensitiven
Personen führte, während bei interozeptiver Bedrohung nur hoch angstsensitive
Teilnehmer durch eine potenzierte Schreckreaktion und autonome Aktivierung
charakterisiert waren. Bildgebungsdaten aus Studie zwei ergaben, 1) dass während der
Antizipation der Hyperventilation alle Teilnehmer eine erhöhte Aktivierung eines
Angstnetzwerkes bestehend aus anteriorer Insel/ orbitofrontalem Kortex und rostralen
Anteilen des dorsalen anterioren cingulären Kortex/ dorsomedialen präfrontalen Kortex
zeigten, 2) dass hoch ängstliche Personen während der gesamten Messung (sichere und
bedrohliche Bedingungen) stärkere Erwartungsangst zeigten als die niedrig ängstlichen
Kontrollen. Dies wurde sichtbar durch eine insgesamt stärkere Aktivierung des
beschriebenen Netzwerks. Und 3) dass während niedrig ängstliche Kontrollpersonen
lernten, dass (allen Teilnehmern unbekannt) der Bedrohung anzeigende Hinweisreiz im
fMRT-Scanner nicht von einer unangenehmen Hyperventilationsaufgabe gefolgt wurde,
hoch ängstliche Teilnehmer auf diesen Reiz weiterhin eine stärkere Aktivierung des
Angstnetzwerkes

zeigten.

In

der

dritten

Studie

wurde

gezeigt,

dass

die

Hyperventilationsaufgabe zu einem deutlichen Anstieg der körperlichen Symptome und
zu autonomer Erregung führte. Während sich hoch und niedrig angstsensitive Gruppen
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während der Hyperventilation nicht unterschieden, zeigten in der frühen Erholungsphase
nur hoch angstsensitive Personen eine defensive Mobilisierung - angezeigt durch
potenzierte Schreckreaktionen - und eine erhöhte autonome Erregung nach
Hyperventilation im Vergleich zu Normoventilation. Studie vier untermauert diese
Ergebnisse: Alle Teilnehmer berichteten in beiden Sitzungen mehr Symptome während
der Hyperventilation als während der Normoventilation. Jedoch zeigten nur hoch
angstsensitive Teilnehmer eine Potenzierung des Schreckreflexes nach der ersten Hypervs. Normoventilation. Eine Woche später, als die Übung wiederholt wurde, war diese
Potenzierung nicht mehr vorhanden und somit unterschieden sich beide Gruppen nicht
mehr in ihrer defensiven Mobilisierung. Außerdem verringerte sich die Anzahl der
berichteten Baseline-Symptome von Sitzung eins zu Sitzung zwei in der hoch
angstsensitiven Gruppe. Während hoch angstsensitive Personen in der ersten Sitzung
erhöhte Angstsymptome in der Baselinephase berichteten, unterschieden sich die
Gruppen in der zweiten Sitzung nicht mehr.
Diese Daten zeigen, dass das standardisierte Hyperventilationsverfahren ein
wirksames Paradigma zur Provokation körperlicher Symptome ist. Außerdem induziert
es Erwartungsangst vor allem bei Personen, die sehr ängstlich bezüglich
Körpersymptomen sind. Die Wiederholung der interozeptiven Exposition jedoch
reduziert entsprechende Angst bei hoch ängstlichen Personen. Daher könnte dieses
Paradigma eine innovative Methode zur Untersuchung von Erwartungsangst sowie auch
von Behandlungseffekten bei Patienten mit Panikstörung darstellen. Die vorliegenden
Erkenntnisse werden in die aktuelle Literatur integriert und in deren Rahmen diskutiert.
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1

Panic disorder and anxious apprehension concerning interoceptive symptoms

Panic disorder, often also accompanied by agoraphobic avoidance, is the most prevalent
anxiety disorder (Margraf & Schneider, 2000). Patients suffering from panic disorder
show exaggerated anxiety concerning internal body sensations and experience recurrent
unexpected panic attacks which are brief periods of intense fear during which patients are
suffering from somatic symptoms like dizziness, sweating, heart palpitations, and
cognitive symptoms like fear of dying or losing control.
For the definition as a panic attack interoceptive symptoms have to appear unexpectedly
and they have to increase to a peak within 10 minutes (DSM-V; American Psychiatric
Association, 2013). For the diagnosis of a panic disorder, patients additionally have to be
worried (for at least one month after an attack) about consequences of the panic attacks
or about having further panic attacks, thus displaying anxious apprehension. But also
panic attacks without anxious apprehension are quite common (lifetime prevalence of
isolated panic attacks about 4%, Pané-Farré et al., 2013, 2014). This indicates, that panic
attacks do often not lead to a panic disorder and that anxious apprehension and panic
attacks may be regarded as two separate phenomena. An etiological model of panic
disorder taking this difference into account is the following neuroscience based learning
model of panic disorder.

2
2.1

The neuroscience perspective on panic disorder
Threat imminence model

Fanselow (1994) introduced the threat imminence model based on observations of
defensive behaviors in animals. According to this model, defensive behaviors comprise
different stages, depending on the proximity of the threat: Threat-nonspecific vigilance if
the organism is in a context with former, but not yet detected threat contact, i.e. a predator,
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(pre-encounter), increased selective attention and freezing when the threat is detected
(post-encounter), and finally active defensive behavior or escape when the threat becomes
imminent (circa-strike), see Figure 1.
Stage of defensive
behavior
Pre-encounter defense

Context

Behavior

Threat has been

Threat-nonspecific

encountered previously but vigilance/ hypervigilance

defense

Circa-strike defense

Proximity of the threat

Post-encounter

has not yet been detected

to potential threat

Threat is detected

Increased selective
attention, freezing,
potentiation of the startle
reflex

Threat is imminent

Active defensive behavior/
avoidance, strong
autonomic arousal, escape

Figure 1. Threat Imminence Model. (adapted from Hamm, Richter, & Pané-Farré, 2014
and Hamm et al., 2016)

2.2

Application of the threat imminence model to panic disorder

Acute threat can also come from inside the body. Hypoxia or hypercapnia result in acute
air hunger or dyspnea, which is not only a central symptom during a panic attack but is
also a potent interoceptive threat within the respiratory system (see Preter & Klein, 2008;
Schimitel et al., 2012). According to the threat imminence model, panic attacks evoked
by such interoceptive threats might be defined as circa-strike defense states. This idea
was first proposed by Craske (1999) and later elaborated in the “modern learning theory
perspective on the etiology of panic disorder” by Bouton et al. (Bouton, Mineka, &
Barlow, 2001). The authors presented the idea, that the first panic attack that is
accompanied by very strong fear and autonomic arousal could be understood as an
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unconditioned circa strike defense, paralleling the circa strike triggered by an
unconditioned fear response concerning an external threat like a predator in the threat
imminence model. Thus, formerly innocuous mild interoceptive stimuli are now
connected to extreme fear and thus, become conditioned stimuli (Hamm et al., 2014).
Applying the threat imminence model to panic disorder, the first stage would be entering
a potentially dangerous context in which a panic attack has been encountered previously
(i.e. being alone in a shopping mall), followed by anxious apprehension and concerns
when mild body symptoms are detected, leading to increased selective attention, freezing
and potentiated startle reflex, culminating in the circa-strike of an acute panic attack when
interoceptive symptoms increase and active avoidance or escape is initiated, see Figure
2.
Stage of defensive

Context

Behavior

Potentially dangerous

Threat (panic attack) has

i.e. Being alone in a

context

been encountered

shopping mall

behavior

or concern

Proximity of the threat

Anxious apprehension

Acute panic

previously in this situation
Mild interoceptive

Increased selective

symptoms are detected

attention, freezing,
potentiation of the startle
reflex

Increasing intensity of

Active defensive behavior/

interoceptive stimuli

avoidance, strong
autonomic arousal, escape

Figure 2. Threat Imminence Model applied to panic disorder. (adapted from Hamm et al.,
2014 and Hamm et al., 2016)
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3

First empirical support for this model

There is increasing empirical evidence supporting the threat imminence model for panic
disorder. While the studies that are part of this work will later examine the match of the
anxious apprehension stage with the post-encounter defense of the threat imminence
model, first an overview about studies that are concerned with the pre-encounter and
circa-strike defense stage will be presented.

3.1

Conditioning process of initial panic attacks

As indicated by the threat imminence model (Figure 2), a conditioning process connecting
formerly innocuous mild internal body symptoms to extreme fear is thought to take place
with the first pronounced panic attack. As the prevalence of isolated panic attacks (about
4%, Pané-Farré et al., 2013, 2014) is higher than the actual prevalence of panic disorder,
not every panic attack results in the development of a panic disorder. The threatimminence model would predict, that the intensity of the first panic attack (the
unconditioned threat) should influence the development of anxious apprehension and
panic disorder.
In the Study of Health in Pomerania (SHIP), a large sample of N = 2259 adults was
interviewed with the Munich Composite International Diagnostic Interview (M-CIDI,
Wittchen & Pfister, 1997), resulting in 358 individuals who reported at least one panic
attack. These persons were then interviewed in more detail, assessing the first panic attack
in order to compare the first panic attacks that marked the beginning of a panic disorder
with those that remained isolated. Interestingly, persons who later developed a panic
disorder reported more severe cognitive and somatic symptoms during their first panic
attack than persons whose panic attacks remained isolated (Hamm et al., 2014). Thus,
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supporting the conditioning theory, the intensity of the first panic attack seems to predict
the development of a panic disorder.

3.2

Proximity of the threat modulates startle reflex

A more direct test of the threat imminence model in humans was provided by Löw et al.
(Löw, Lang, Smith, & Bradley, 2008) who used the startle reflex as a measure for threat
during a computer game simulation. Participants could escape from money loss if they
quickly responded to pictures that loomed progressively closer during this computer
simulation. As to be expected, startle response was potentiated when the anticipated threat
(loss of money) was rather distal. But when the distance of the feared stimuli decreased,
entering the circa-strike zone, autonomic arousal increased and the startle response was
inhibited. This is in line with the threat imminence model, suggesting startle potentiation
during action preparation in post-encounter defense and startle inhibition during
avoidance or escape behavior when the threat is imminent (Hamm et al., 2014). In a
second study, Löw et al. (Löw, Weymar, & Hamm, 2015) further substantiated their
findings on the threat imminence model: When participants faced an approaching,
uncontrollable threat (electric shock), attentive freezing was augmented. This was
indicated by increased skin conductance, fear bradycardia, and potentiated startle reflex.
When participants could actively avoid the approaching threat via a button press, response
preparation was initialized, indicated by an inhibition of the startle reflex accompanied
by a sharp increase in skin conductance prior to the initiation of the motor response and
a strong acceleration of the heart rate.
Krause et al. (in press) compared defensive responses to an approaching external threat
(electric shock) with an approaching interoceptive threat (feeling of dyspnea evoked by
forced breath holding). The threats were either inevitable or avoidable by pressing a
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button. During inevitable approaching threats, regardless if external or interoceptive,
participants displayed increased skin conductance, potentiation of the startle reflex and
bradycardia. Minute ventilation increased during approaching dyspnea. In contrast, when
participants were preparing active defensive behavior (of either threat), startle magnitudes
were inhibited and heart rate was accelerated. These data further substantiate the
assumptions made by the threat imminence model applied to threat processing in humans.

3.3

Proximity of the threat modulates brain activation

Brain activation and its modulation by threat proximity can be investigated using imaging
techniques but also a brain stem reflex, the above reported startle response, can provide
information about defensive activation of anxiety networks. The startle response is a wave
of flexor movements, spreading from cranial to caudal, that is elicited by abrupt sensory
stimulation and is potentiated when elicited during a fear conditioning cue or when the
organism is set in an unsafe anxiety provoking context (Davis, 2000; Walker & Davis,
2002). As this threat-dependent modulation of the startle response depends on the
activation of the central nucleus of the amygdala and the bed nucleus of the stria
terminalis, the modulation of the startle reflex can be used as a measure for the activation
of the amygdala-dependent defense circuit. Furthermore, the same defense circuit seems
to be active in the human brain (Lang & Davis, 2006; LeDoux, 2012) and thus may be
used for studying human psychopathology. It has been shown, that the human acoustic
startle response, measured via the eyeblink component of the startle reflex, is potentiated
during fear conditioning (for review see Hamm & Weike, 2005) and in animal phobic
patients during confrontation with pictures of the feared animals (Hamm, Cuthbert,
Globisch, & Vaitl, 1997).
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Extending the possibilities of startle reflex analyses, imaging techniques provide an
opportunity to gain insights about fear processing in a great variety of brain regions.
Studying the neural networks of the dynamics of defensive behavior in humans via fMRI,
Mobbs et al. (Mobbs et al., 2009; Mobbs, Petrovic, Marchant, Hassabis, & Weiskopf,
2007) used an artificial intelligence predator model to induce threat of varying proximity.
As the virtual predator came closer, a shift in brain activation took place, from the
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), hippocampus, hypothalamus, and amygdala
during anticipation of a possible nociceptive event (post-encounter) to the periaqueductal
gray (PAG) and cortical regions like the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC, known
to be involved in analgesia and panic, Petrovic, Kalso, Petersson, & Ingvar, 2002;
Tamburin, Cacciatori, Bonato, & Zanette, 2008) during imminent threat or circa-strike.
The PAG, especially the dorsal part, is known to control escape behavior in animals
(LeDoux, 2012) and thus the found activations are completely in line with the
assumptions made by the threat imminence model.
Further support comes from a recent study by Wendt et al. (Wendt, Löw, Weymar, Lotze,
& Hamm, 2017), using the approaching threat paradigm established by Löw et al. (2015)
in the MRI. When the approaching threat was inevitable, fear bradycardia, potentiated
startle reflex, and a dynamic increase in activation of the anterior insula and the
periaqueductal grey were present, indicating attentive freezing. Contrary, when
participants were preparing for active avoidance a switch in defensive behavior
characterized by startle inhibition, heart rate acceleration as well as potentiated activation
of the amygdala and the periaqueductal grey was observable. Furthermore, activity in the
ventromedial prefrontal cortex was increased only at the beginning of the cascade when
anticipated threat was distal, but decreased when threat imminence increased.
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3.4

Circa-strike defense in patients with panic disorder

Extending research on the threat imminence model to patient groups, as a part of a large
multi-center clinical trial, patients with panic disorder and agoraphobia entered a
standardized behavioral avoidance test (being entrapped in a small and dark chamber).
Startle reflex modulation and heart rate were measured during anticipation and exposure.
Patients were sitting in front of the chamber (10 min, anticipation) and later inside the
chamber (max. 10 min., exposure) (see Richter et al., 2012). Patients who refused to enter
the chamber were classified as avoiders, patients who entered but did not finish as
escapers, patients who remained in the chamber for the whole 10 minutes as completers.
The anxious completers displayed strong startle potentiation and an increase in autonomic
arousal and reported strong anxious apprehension. Escapers first also showed potentiation
of the startle response and augmented heart rate until one minute before the escape heart
rate massively increased and the startle reflex was significantly inhibited (Richter et al.,
2012), supporting the data by Löw et al. (2008, 2015). During anxious apprehension, with
a remote threat encountered (narrow room), patients are concerned and startle response is
potentiated. When interoceptive symptoms become more intense (thus, the threat
becomes more imminent), autonomic arousal strongly increases, startle reflex is inhibited,
and escape behavior is initiated (Hamm et al., 2014).

3.5

Post-encounter defense in high anxiety sensitive persons performing symptom
procovation

Investigating the defense stages (pre-encounter, post-encounter and circa-strike defense)
as presented in the threat imminence-model (Fanselow, 1994), the reported studies
predominantly investigated behavioral and physiological changes when individuals enter
the circa-strike defense stage. In order to test if the threat imminence model applied to
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panic disorder also holds true for the stage of post-encounter defense, we examined
participants high and low in anxiety sensitivity in a symptom provocation paradigm
inducing mild internal body sensations. We expected startle response potentiation and
beginning sympathetic activation as well as activation of a fear network, when especially
high anxiety sensitive persons are in a situation of anxious apprehension, expecting or
experiencing mild body symptoms.

3.6

Anxiety sensitivity

Anxiety sensitivity represents fear of physiological arousal symptoms (Reiss & McNally,
1985). High anxiety sensitive individuals misinterpret internal body sensations or a
change of the body state as a predictor of dramatic consequences (like a change in heart
rate being a predictor of a heart attack). As a measure of anxiety sensitivity the Anxiety
Sensitivity Index (ASI, Peterson & Reiss, 1992; Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, & McNally,
1986) has been used in numerous studies. High anxiety sensitivity has been considered to
be a trait like risk-factor for the development of a panic disorder. In symptom provocation
studies using caffeine administration or CO2 inhalation, high anxiety sensitive
participants report similar fear as panic disorder patients (McNally, 2002).

3.7

Symptom provocation - Inducing internal body sensations

Symptom provocation studies use a variety of ways to induce internal body sensations.
Besides invasive methods like the injection of sodium lactate (Gorman et al., 1984),
doxapram (Abelson, Weg, Nesse, & Curtis, 2001), or the tetrapeptide cholecystokinin
CCK-4 (Eser et al., 2009) there are non-invasive methods like the inhalation of CO2
(Blechert, Wilhelm, Meuret, Wilhelm, & Roth, 2010), mechanical ventilation (Banzett et
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al., 2000), or the use of inspiratory resistive loads (Alius, Pané-Farré, von Leupoldt, &
Hamm, 2013).
Especially in the therapy of panic disorder, the use of interoceptive exposure via symptom
provocation is the state of the art treatment. Here, feared internal body symptoms are
typically induced by, e.g., breathing through a straw, running, or spinning around
(Westphal et al., 2015). These exercises are easy to implement but far less controllable
concerning the exact performance and the number and intensity of induced symptoms
than the methods used in research environments. A symptom provocation task, however,
that combines the controllability of a task used in the laboratory setting with the feasibility
of exercises used in the therapeutic context is a guided voluntary hyperventilation
exercise.

3.8

Guided hyperventilation procedure

Guided voluntary hyperventilation is one of the most effective symptom provocation
tasks concerning intensity of induced symptoms and anxiety. Repetition of the
hyperventilation exercise also leads to successful reduction of internal body symptoms
and anxiety intensity (Westphal et al., 2015). Guided hyperventilation has been frequently
used as a symptom provocation task in laboratory (e.g. Melzig, Holtz, Michalowski, &
Hamm, 2011; manuscript 3; Wilhelm, Gerlach, & Roth, 2001) and therapy settings
(Antony, Ledley, Liss, & Swinson, 2006). In our current studies we used a guided
voluntary hyperventilation procedure to elicit internal body sensations in high and low
anxiety sensitive persons. Guided hyperventilation has been frequently used in treatment
of panic disorder (Antony et al., 2006; Beck, Shipherd, & Zebb, 1997; Meuret, Ritz,
Wilhelm, & Roth, 2005; Schmidt & Trakowski, 2004). During the guided
hyperventilation task participants increase their respiratory rate and/ or tidal volume,
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exceeding the level of physiological demand, thus inducing a rapid drop of blood partial
pressure of carbon dioxide (petCO2). Once the partial pressure of petCO2 falls below
approximately 30 mmHg various somatic symptoms like dizziness, heart palpitations,
breathlessness, or sweating are elicited (Gardner, 1996).
High anxiety sensitive persons typically report more fear and panic symptoms during such
hyperventilation procedures (Asmundson, Norton, Wilson, & Sandler, 1994; Holloway
& McNally, 1987; Melzig, Michalowski, Holtz, & Hamm, 2008). Interestingly,
physiological measures of anxious apprehension like skin conductance level (Sturges,
Goetsch, Ridley, & Whittal, 1998), heart rate (Asmundson et al., 1994; Rapee & Medoro,
1994; Sturges et al., 1998), and blood pressure (Zvolensky et al., 2002) do not differ
between high and low anxious participants during hyperventilation. This could be due to
the very strenuous task which might make it difficult to identify physiological differences
between the groups. Therefore, we decided to focus on the anticipation and the recovery
periods surrounding the guided hyperventilation tasks in order to possibly differentiate
physiological responding of high and low anxiety sensitive persons.

3.8.1 Anticipation of internal body symptoms (Manuscript 1)
We conducted two studies focusing on the anticipation of interoceptive threat. Up to the
first study by Melzig et al. (2008) there was no experimental paradigm available that
allowed the explicit investigation of anticipatory anxiety elicited by an interoceptive
threat. The current study therefore introduced a completely new paradigm using a wellcontrolled symptom provocation task to induce fear of internal body symptoms.
High and low anxiety sensitive participants were instructed that one of two colored slides
would indicate that a 3 minutes hyperventilation task would follow. During this task
individuals were instructed to breath with 20 cycles per minute (cpm) and with a target
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petCO2 of 20 mmHg in order to reliably provoke somatic symptoms. The other slide
predicted an upcoming normoventilation task - breathing with 13 cpm and at a
comfortable depth. Using acoustic and written instructions, the respiratory rate and
breathing depth were adjusted throughout the breathing tasks. The participants were
informed that the “fast breathing exercise” could induce internal body symptoms that
would disappear when the breathing returned to normal (for the detailed procedure see
Melzig et al., 2008; manuscript 1).

3.8.2 Defensive mobilization and autonomic arousal
Startle reflex was potentiated during the anticipation of the symptom-provoking
hyperventilation task, but only in high anxiety sensitive participants. In contrast to
exteroceptive threat (like an electrotactile stimulus, for more details see Melzig et al.,
2008; manuscript 1) that induced anxious apprehension in all participants, this
interoceptive threat specifically initiated a defensive response mobilization in those
participants who report fear of somatic arousal sensations. Even more interesting is the
finding that obviously the pure expectation of such somatic symptoms leads to fearpotentiated startle responses in high anxiety sensitive persons.
Besides this stronger defensive mobilization, also autonomic arousal was present in high
anxiety sensitive persons during anticipation of internal body symptoms as indicated by
elevated skin conductance and an increase in heart rate.
Taken together, the startle response potentiation and beginning sympathetic activation
when high anxiety sensitive persons are in a situation of anxious apprehension
(experiencing mild interoceptive symptoms due to anticipatory anxiety or just expecting
somatic symptoms to be present soon) clearly support the threat imminence model as
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presented above. Maybe the given heart rate acceleration could even be interpreted as a
first slight tendency to escape the situation.

3.8.3 Brain activation during interoceptive threat (Manuscript 2)
In the next step we implemented the new paradigm of anticipation of a hyperventilation
task into a fMRI environment to study the neural networks activated during anticipatory
anxiety. There were only two prior fMRI studies that assessed neural responses during
the anticipation and provocation of panic like symptoms in healthy participants. In these
studies body symptoms were evoked by injecting the neuropeptide cholecystokinin in its
tetrapeptide form (CCK-4) (Eser et al., 2009; Schunck et al., 2006). This pharmacological
symptom provocation resulted in a strong increase of reported panic symptoms compared
to placebo injection and stronger activations in the ventral ACC, insula, cerebellum, and
the temporal pole including amygdala (Eser et al., 2009). There were no differences
between participants who reported a panic attack during the pharmacological challenge
and those who did not. Anticipation of the injection resulted in a stronger activation of
the dorsal ACC but there was no difference between anticipation of CCK-4 or placebo,
suggesting that the injection itself might have been an aversive event, irrespective of the
pharmacological challenge (Eser et al., 2009). In the study by Schunck et al. (2006)
anticipatory anxiety could not at all be analyzed due to the limited number of high
responders.
Instead of using a pharmacological challenge, we used the hyperventilation procedure
that was successfully implemented by Melzig et al. (2008; manuscript 1) in the fMRI
environment. One methodological challenge is that by the hyperventilation procedure, if
carried out correctly, changes in the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the blood affect
the BOLD response. To avoid this, we first introduced the hyperventilation challenge
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outside the scanner in the laboratory. After high and low anxiety sensitive participants
had run through several hyperventilation anticipation periods and hyperventilation
exercises and had practiced that different colored cues predicted either a following
hyperventilation challenge or a “safe” phase, the second part of the experiment was
implemented in the fMRI scanner (for the detailed procedure see Holtz, Pané-Farré,
Wendt, Lotze, & Hamm, 2012; manuscript 2). The participants did the same task in the
scanner within a context completely comparable to the practice session but no
hyperventilation was conducted during this session. During anticipation of the symptom
provoking hyperventilation challenge (compared to anticipation of no hyperventilation)
participants reported more intense symptoms and also showed augmented startle
responses. High anxiety sensitive participants displayed larger startle response
magnitudes (especially during anticipation of interoceptive threat) and symptom reports
than low anxiety sensitive participants. During anticipation of the hyperventilation
challenges compared with the anticipation of safety, a neural network including the
anterior insula/ orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and rostral parts of the dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex (dACC)/ dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) was activated. Interestingly, this
activation was more sustained in highly anxious compared to low anxious participants.
Furthermore, high anxiety sensitive persons showed stronger activations in the mentioned
regions during anticipation of interoceptive symptoms and in insula/ OFC also during the
safe period (Holtz et al., 2012; manuscript 2). This suggests, that high anxious individuals
showed overall stronger anxious apprehension than low anxious controls. The pattern of
activation including insula and dACC/ dmPFC have formerly been found during
anticipation of electric shock or aversive pictures (for review see Mechias, Etkin, &
Kalisch, 2010). This suggests that anticipation of unpleasant body symptoms activates
the same neural network as anticipation of exteroceptive threat. No amygdala activation
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was present during anticipation of interoceptive threat supporting recent learning theory
perspectives on the etiology of panic disorder suggesting that separate neural networks
are involved during panic attacks, an instance of acute fight-flight responses (circa-strike,
involving activation of the amygdala), and during anticipatory anxiety. The activations
found during anticipation of interoceptive threat perfectly fit into the model as would be
expected during a stage of anxious apprehension (Bouton et al., 2001; Mineka & Zinbarg,
2006). Activation of the rostral dmPFC has been suggested to be involved in threat
appraisal (see Mechias et al., 2010), which plays a role in cognitive models of panic
disorder and seems to be especially important during the stage of anxious apprehension.
Additionally, activation of the insula has also been associated with increased awareness
of somatic symptoms (Critchley, Wiens, Rotshtein, Ohman, & Dolan, 2004). Thus,
increased activation in the anterior insula during anticipating an unpleasant
hyperventilation challenge would support the hypothesis of increased hypervigilance
during anxious apprehension of internal body symptoms (Holtz et al., 2012; manuscript
2).

3.8.4 Recovery from internal body symptoms – Defensive mobilization and
autonomic arousal (Manuscript 3)
Claiming that mild body symptoms act as conditioned stimuli engaging anxious
apprehension that is characterized by increased defensive mobilization like freezing and
potentiation of the startle response, Melzig et al. (2011; manuscript 3) used the above
described method of a guided voluntary hyperventilation challenge and analyzed the early
recovery period after the hyper- and normoventilation exercises. This is a handy
possibility to investigate anxious apprehension during mild bodily symptoms that are
difficult to explain (individuals do not know that it takes about two minutes before the
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petCO2 level returns back to normal). One advantage is, that with analyzing a time window
after the breathing task, the task itself does not interfere with the acoustic startle probes.
As a reminder tones of rising and falling pitch signal the subject to inhale and exhale
during the task. A second advantage is, that with analyzing the early recovery instead of
the phase during the breathing task we can bypass the problem, that differences in
physiological responding between high and low anxiety sensitive persons are often hard
to detect during a hyperventilation task, which is a highly strenuous exercise that may
overlay given differences.
The analysis of the early recovery period is possible, since the petCO2 level remains under
30 mmHg - the critical threshold for the elicitation of interoceptive symptoms (Gardner,
1996) - for about two minutes after the hyperventilation task. Thus, body symptoms are
still present without the interference of the challenge itself. That the end-tidal pCO2 was
indeed under this threshold during the first two minutes, Melzig et al. (2011; manuscript
3) confirmed via measuring the expired petCO2 using a capnograph (for the detailed
procedure see Melzig et al., 2011; manuscript 3). Thus, we can assume that the body
symptoms were still present in high and low anxiety sensitive participants during this
early recovery phase, when startle reflex and autonomic arousal were measured.
High anxiety sensitive but not low anxiety sensitive controls exhibited a potentiation of
the startle response magnitudes during the first two minutes of recovery from the
hyperventilation compared to normoventilation exercise. Furthermore, during early
recovery high anxiety sensitive persons did not show the compensatory decrease in
respiratory rate found in low anxiety sensitive persons and they displayed a delayed
recovery of skin conductance level and heart rate. Taken together, this again indicates,
that experiencing internal body symptoms engages defensive response mobilization and
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that mild body sensations act as conditioned stimuli that elicit post-encounter defense in
high anxiety sensitive persons (Hamm et al., 2014).

3.8.5 Defensive mobilization and symptom report after repeated interoceptive
exposure (Manuscript 4)
After having tested the applicability of the threat imminence model to panic disorder,
focusing on the post-encounter defense stage, in our most recent study we wanted to move
on investigating changes in anxious apprehension concerning internal body symptoms
over repeated interoceptive exposure. We again used the approved method of guided
voluntary hyperventilation. After high and low anxiety sensitive participants had
accomplished session one (anticipation, hyperventilation task, and recovery from
hyperventilation followed by normoventilation, as described above) they returned for a
second session one week later undergoing the same procedure (see Holtz, Hamm, & PanéFarré, submitted; manuscript 4). While high anxiety sensitive participants, compared to
low anxious controls, displayed potentiated startle response magnitudes after the first
hyperventilation vs. normoventilation procedure, one week later, when the
hyperventilation exercise was repeated, high and low anxiety sensitive groups no longer
differed in their defensive mobilization to symptom provocation. Even more, while high
anxiety sensitive individuals reported increased baseline anxiety symptoms in session
one, groups did not any more differ in session two, as the number of reported baseline
symptoms decreased from session one to session two in the high-AS group (Holtz et al.,
submitted; manuscript 4).
Therapy studies often lack psychophysiological measures or, even if measured,
the verbally reported anxiety reduction lacks associated effects in heart rate or skin
conductance (Lang & Craske, 2000; Rowe & Craske, 1998). In case of interoceptive
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exposure only one study by Forsyth et al. (Forsyth, Lejuez, & Finlay, 2000) found a
reduction in subjective distress AND heart rate over several sessions of CO2 inhalation,
in a small sample (N=4). In our recent study, over repetition of symptom provocation, we
found a decrease a defensive mobilization (measured via startle response magnitude) and
dissolving group differences in symptom report. Thus, startle response magnitude might
be a more appropriate measure for activation of and changes in the defensive system. This
would also be suggested by the threat imminence model, as we investigate the experience
of mild body symptoms (not acute panic) and are therefore in the post-encounter defense
(or anxious apprehension) which is characterized by startle potentiation.

4

Summary and future directions

In this work we used anticipation of interoceptive threat in order to investigate anxious
apprehension concerning internal body symptoms in high and low anxiety sensitive
persons. The results of the studies were associated with the threat imminence model and
its application to panic disorder (Hamm et al., 2016, 2014).
Postulating a dimensional construct of defensive reactivity concerning approaching
threat, the model claims a pre-encounter, post-encounter, and circa-strike defense stage,
applied to panic disorder “potentially dangerous context”, “anxious apprehension”, and
“panic attack”. The guided voluntary hyperventilation challenge reliably induced body
symptoms in all participants. Especially those participants high in anxiety sensitivity and
at high risk for developing a panic disorder (McNally, 2002; Schmidt, Lerew, & Jackson,
1999) reported more symptoms and showed potentiated startle response magnitudes
during anticipation and recovery from the interoceptive challenge. This is completely in
line with the threat imminence model, claiming that the experience of mild body
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symptoms is associated with startle reflex potentiation and reflects a state of anxious
apprehension (Hamm et al., 2014). Anticipation of internal body symptoms was
associated with an activation in the anterior insula/ orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and rostral
parts of the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC)/ dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(dmPFC), regions related to processes like appraisal (dmPFC, Mechias et al., 2010) and
increased awareness to somatic symptoms (insula, Critchley et al., 2004). These results,
again, support the threat imminence model applied to panic disorder as described above.
Activation of this network was more sustained in highly anxious compared to low anxious
participants and these participants showed an overall higher anxious apprehension than
low anxious controls throughout the procedure. With the most recent publication we went
a step beyond the model to investigate repeated interoceptive exposure, finding that
anxious apprehension in high anxiety sensitive persons (startle potentiation and verbal
report of panic symptoms) diminishes with repetition of the interoceptive exposure
challenge. This sheds a first light on a possible desensitization of defensive reactivity as
a mechanism of action underlying the success of exposure therapy. Nevertheless, the
understanding of these mechanisms still remain subject to future research. Our first results
on anxious apprehension in high anxiety sensitive individuals have to be substantiated by
future investigations on patients with pathological anxiety until final implications for
improving therapy of anxiety disorders emerge.
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Abstract
Interoceptive exposure is one component in cognitive behavioral therapy of panic
disorder. The present investigation addressed changes in defensive mobilization during
repeated interoceptive exposure using a standardized hyperventilation procedure.
26 high and 22 low anxiety sensitive persons (ASI, Peterson & Reiss, 1992) went through
two guided hyperventilation and normoventilation procedures, spaced one week apart.
Breathing parameters, startle response magnitudes and symptom reports were measured.
All participants successfully adhered to the guided breathing procedures. Both groups
comparably reported more symptoms during hyperventilation than normoventilation in
both sessions. Only high-AS participants displayed potentiated startle magnitudes after
the first hyperventilation vs. normoventilation. One week later, when the hyperventilation
exercise was repeated, this potentiation was no longer present. Thus, high and low-AS
groups no longer differed in their defensive mobilization to symptom provocation.
Furthermore, the number of reported baseline symptoms also decreased from session one
to session two in the high-AS group. While high-AS reported increased baseline anxiety
symptoms in session 1, groups did not differ in session 2.
Results indicate a reduction of defensive mobilization during repeated interoceptive
exposure.
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Introduction
Interoceptive exposure is one component of cognitive behavioral therapy in the treatment
of panic disorder (Gloster et al., 2011; White et al., 2013). The specific aim of this
intervention is to reduce the fear of somatic symptoms by repeatedly engaging patients in
a series of exercises that provoke physical sensations resembling those experienced
during a panic attack or anxious apprehension. It is assumed that the fear networks
activated by these triggers change as a result of inhibitory learning processes (Craske,
Treanor, Conway, Zbozinek, & Vervliet, 2014; Hamm, Richter, & Pané-Farré, 2014).
The activation of fear networks, i.e., defensive mobilization, can be readily
assessed using multiple measures of fear expression including the potentiation of the
startle eyeblink response – a low-level brain stem protective reflex modulated by outputs
from the central nucleus of the amygdala - increases in heart rate and skin conductance
level reflecting enhanced autonomic arousal and changes in respiration. Using these
measures it has been demonstrated, that persons suffering from fear of somatic sensations,
e.g., panic disorder patients (Blechert, Wilhelm, Meuret, Wilhelm, & Roth, 2010;
Wilhelm, Gerlach, & Roth, 2001), patients suffering from somatic symptom or pain
related disorders (Elsenbruch & Orr, 2001; Glombiewski et al., 2015) but also individuals
reporting high trait anxiety sensitivity or suffocation fear (Alius, Pané-Farré, Löw, &
Hamm, 2015; Melzig, Holtz, Michalowski, & Hamm, 2011), show augmented defensive
mobilization when exposed to feared somatic sensations.
In multiple experimental studies, systematic interoceptive exposure, i.e., exposure
to somatic symptoms by physical exercise or respiratory challenges (e.g., breathing
through a straw, hyperventilation, inhalation of CO2 enriched air) was demonstrated to be
effective in reducing reported fear of somatic sensations in the described populations and
– in panic disorder patients –decreasing the frequency of panic attacks (Arntz, 2002;
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Beck, Shipherd, & Zebb, 1997; for an overview see Boettcher, Brake, & Barlow, 2015;
Deacon et al., 2013; van den Hout, van der Molen, Griez, Lousberg, & Nansen, 1987).
Most importantly, fear reduction was observed to increase with repetitions of
interoceptive exposure exercises. The current study was designed to follow up on this
research assessing not only subjective report of fear but also physiological indicators of
defensive mobilization, e.g., the startle response magnitude as well as respiratory
parameters.
In the present study, a guided hyperventilation task was used to induce somatic
symptoms. During this guided hyperventilation task participants increase their respiratory
rate and/ or tidal volume, exceeding the level of physiological demand, thus inducing a
rapid drop of blood partial pressure of carbon dioxide (petCO2). Once the partial pressure
of petCO2 falls below approximately 30 mmHg (Gardner, 1996) various somatic
symptoms like dizziness, heart palpitations, breathlessness, or sweating are elicited.
Using this hyperventilation task it has been demonstrated, that - in comparison to
individuals reporting low levels of fear of somatic symptoms - persons scoring high in
anxiety sensitivity report more distress and panic symptoms, show increased autonomic
arousal and a potentiation of the startle response during early recovery from
hyperventilation when the somatic symptoms of hyperventilation are still present
(Asmundson, Norton, Wilson, & Sandler, 1994; Donnell & McNally, 1989; Holloway &
McNally, 1987; Liebman & Allen, 1995; Melzig et al., 2011; Rapee & Medoro, 1994;
Zvolensky et al., 2002).
In the present study we wanted to assess defensive response mobilization using
multiple levels of fear expression during repetitive exposure to the described guided
hyperventilation task that took place in two separate sessions spaced one week apart.
Using the Anxiety Sensitivity Index (Peterson & Reiss, 1992) as a screening instrument,
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we selected individuals reporting high fear of somatic symptoms and compared defensive
responses to individuals reporting low fear of somatic symptoms. According to previous
studies (Melzig, Holtz, Michalowski, & Hamm, 2011; Melzig, Michalowski, Holtz, &
Hamm, 2008) we expected high anxiety sensitive (high-AS) and low anxiety sensitive
(low-AS) persons to differ during the very first hyperventilation task and recovery. We
expected greater startle response magnitudes showing that this interoceptive exposure
prompted stronger fear responses in high but not in low-AS participants. According to the
rationale of interoceptive exposure (Gerlach & Neudeck, 2012; Ito et al., 2001; Lee et al.,
2006) we expected a decrease of reported fear but also a reduction in the physiological
indices of fear with repetition of the symptom provocation. There is initial evidence that
high anxiety sensitive individuals show a reduction of heart rate acceleration and tidal
volume to repeated CO2 inhalations along with a decrease of reported fear (Beck,
Shipherd, & Read, 1999; Beck et al., 1997; Beck & Wolf, 2001; Forsyth, Lejuez, &
Finlay, 2000). In contrast, there are also data by Li et al. (2006, 2008) showing that
regardless of reported trait anxiety individuals show a decrease of reported air hunger and
a later onset of a compensatory respiratory response to cumulating CO2 across three
rebreathing tasks. Thus, it currently remains an open question, whether the reduction of
fear responses is specific for high fear individuals or a result of physiological adaptive
processes to the challenge.

Methods
Sample
250 university students were screened with a German version of the Anxiety Sensitivity
Index (ASI; Peterson & Reiss, 1992). Subjects scoring either high or low (at least one
standard deviation from the mean [M±SD=20±9]) on the ASI were contacted by telephone
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and screened for the following inclusion/ exclusion criteria: Subjects had to be free of any
seizure disorders, cardiovascular or respiratory diseases and not be in treatment for any
mental disorder. The final sample included 48 participants, 26 with high fear of somatic
symptoms (high-AS, 18 women) and 22 participants low in anxiety sensitivity (low-AS,
17 women). The mean age of both groups was comparable, M (SD) for high vs. low-AS:
22.88 (3.70) vs. 24.18 (3.14), t(46) = 1.30, p = .202. For purposes of further sample
characterization trait anxiety was assessed using the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Laux,
Glanzmann, Schaffner, & Spielberger, 1981) and fear of body sensations and agoraphobic
cognitions were assessed using the Agoraphobic Cognitions Questionnaire (Ehlers,
Margraf, & Chambless, 1993a) and the Body Sensations Questionnaire (Ehlers, Margraf,
& Chambless, 1993b). As expected, the high-AS group reported greater trait-anxiety,
more agoraphobic cognitions, and more severe anxiety symptoms (see Table 1).

Stimulus Materials
Hyperventilation. The hyperventilation (HV) task was introduced as a “fast
breathing exercise” that could induce somatic sensations such as palpitations, sweating
or to feel faint. Participants were informed that the symptoms would disappear once
breathing would return to normal. During the hyperventilation task tones of rising and
falling pitch were presented via headphones prompting the subjects to breathe in with
rising and breathe out with falling pitch of the tone (see Wilhelm, Gerlach, & Roth, 2001
for a similar hyperventilation procedure). Participants were thus led to breathe at a
respiratory rate of 20 cpm. To ensure compliance with the hyperventilation procedure the
respiratory rate as well as the CO2 of the expired air were monitored continuously by a
Nellcor NPB-70 Capnograph during the hyperventilation procedure. Visual feedback
(instruction slides) was provided to lead the participant to “breathe deeper” until a target
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petCO2 of 20 mmHg was reached. Using further visual feedback participants were then
led to “breathe more shallow”, or “keep breathing at a constant depth”, respectively, so
that the target petCO2 level was maintained. All participants included in the present
analyses were fully compliant with the hyperventilation procedure.
Normoventilation. In the normoventilation (NV) control condition participants
paced their breathing to a tone at 13 cpm which corresponds to a normal breathing
frequency. During this guided normoventilation procedure the depth of breathing was to
be freely adjusted to a comfortable level by the participant.
Startle stimulus. A 50 ms burst of white noise with an intensity of 95 dB (A) (rise/
fall time < 1 ms) was generated by a Coulbourn S81-02 noise generator and presented
binaurally over Sony MDR-CD270 headphones to serve as a startle eliciting stimulus.
Symptom ratings. Participants were asked to rate the severity of 14 symptoms1,
that are listed as symptoms in the panic attack specifier in the DSM-5 (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013) on a 4-point Likert-scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 3
(severe) via a small 4 button parallel port device. All symptoms and response options
were projected onto a 1.50 x 1.30 m screen in front of the subjects.

Procedure2
All physiological recordings were performed by research assistants blind to the
participants’ anxiety sensitivity score. After reading and signing the informed consent
form participants were seated in a reclining chair in a dimly lit, sound attenuated room.
All electrodes were attached and signal quality was checked.
1

For the present study, the item „feeling dizzy, unsteady, light headed, or faint“ was split up in two
separate items: „feeling unsteady or dizzy“ and „feeling faint“, thus providing 14 symptom severity
ratings.
2
As described in Melzig, Michalowski, Holtz, & Hamm, 2008, in addition to the described paced
breathing tasks, a threat of shock condition (shock/ no shock) was also established in a separate part of
the experiment.
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Adaptation. The assessment started with a 4 min adaptation phase. To habituate
startle response magnitudes to a stable baseline, eight startle probes (15 s mean interprobe interval) were presented during the last two minutes of the adaptation period.
Anticipation. Prior to each guided breathing task, a 3 min anticipation period was
implemented during which 9 startle stimuli were presented (20 s mean inter-probe
interval).
Guided breathing task. Participants went through one 3 min hyperventilation
(HV) and one 3 min normoventilation (NV) task. The order of paced breathing tasks was
balanced out, i.e., half of the participants within each group started with the
hyperventilation task and the other half with the normoventilation task. No startle probes
were presented during the paced breathing to avoid interference with the task.
Recovery. Every breathing task was followed by a 10 min recovery period during
which 10 startle stimuli were presented (60 s mean inter-probe interval). Retrospective
symptom ratings for paced breathing and recovery periods were obtained at the end of
each recovery period.
Participants returned for a second assessment session exactly one week after the
first laboratory assessment. Session 2 was structured in parallel to session 1, with the only
difference that those participants who received the HV-NV order in session 1 now
received the NV-HV order and vice versa. After completion of the study procedure all
participants were informed about study goals and received course credit for participation.

Apparatus
The eyeblink component of the startle response was measured by recording the
electromyographic activity (EMG) over the orbicularis oculi muscle beneath the left eye
using two electrolyte filled (Marquette Hellige, Freiburg, Germany) Ag/AgCl miniature
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surface electrodes (Sensormedics, Yorba Linda, CA, USA). The raw EMG signal was
amplified using a Coulbourn S75-01 amplifier with a 30 Hz highpass filter and a Kemo
KEM-VBF8-03 400 Hz lowpass filter and digitized at 1000 Hz using a 12 bit A/D
converter. Digital sampling started 100 ms before and lasted until 400 ms after the onset
of the acoustic startle stimulus. To remove eye movement artifacts, a digital 60 Hz
highpass filter was applied to the raw EMG data off-line before the scoring procedure
started.
Respiratory rate and end-tidal pCO2 (petCO2) were registered by a capnograph
NPB-70 by Nellcor (Nellcor Puritan Bennett, Pleasanton, CA, USA). Air was drawn from
both nostrils through a 1.2 mm diameter nasal cannula (Adult Nasal CO2filterline, Salter
Labs, Arvin, CA, USA). Using infrared spectroscopy the Nellcor NPB-70 monitor
continuously measures the amount of pCO2 during every breath, the amounts of pCO2
present at the end of exhalation (petCO2) as well as during inhalation (FiCO2). The time
difference between petCO2 peaks is automatically registered by the monitor, making a
calculation of respiratory rate possible. The monitor continuously creates an output step
function for petCO2 as well as respiratory rate that is refreshed for every breath. This
output was continuously digitized with a sampling rate of 10 Hz.

Data Reduction and Analysis
The raw orbicularis oculi EMG was integrated off-line (time constant of 10 ms). Reflex
eyeblinks were scored using a computer program (Globisch, Hamm, Schneider, & Vaitl,
1993) that identified the latency of blink onset (in milliseconds) and peak amplitude (in
µV). All blinks occurring within a 20-100 ms time interval after startle probe onset and
reaching peak amplitude within 150 ms were scored as valid startle response trials. Trials
with clear movement artifacts or excessive baseline activity were rejected and treated as
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missing trials. Trials in which no response could be detected in the defined time window
were scored as zero magnitudes. Digital values were converted to µV. Blink magnitudes
were then transformed to z-scores (raw scores for each participant were subtracted from
that person’s mean score divided by that person’s standard deviation), and converted to
T-scores (i.e., 50 + [z x 10]) to ensure that each participant contributes equally to the
analysis of the experimental conditions.
Respiratory rate and petCO2 were averaged in 10 s intervals and exported to SPSS
software.
All statistical analyses were performed using separate mixed-model analyses of
variance for each physiological and self-report measure and each experimental phase.
Adaptation. The adaptation period was analyzed using session (1 vs. 2) as withinsubjects factor and group (high-AS vs. low-AS) as between-subjects factor.
Guided breathing task. The effects of repeated performance of breathing tasks
were evaluated using session (1 vs. 2), task (HV vs. NV), and minute (1 through 3) as
within-subjects factors and group (high-AS vs. low-AS) as a between-subjects factor.
Recovery. As reported by Melzig et al. (2011) group differences in high vs. low
anxiety sensitive persons occurred most prominently during early recovery. Thus, we
narrowed our analysis down to the first three minutes of the recovery periods. The
immediate effects of repeated symptom provocation were evaluated for the early recovery
window using session (1 vs. 2), task (HV vs. NV), and minute (recovery minutes 1 and 2
for startle response, minutes 1 through 3 for respiratory measures) as within-subjects
factors and group (high-AS vs. low-AS) as a between-subjects factor.
For the analysis of session (1 vs. 2) and group (high- vs. low-AS) effects of
symptom reports concerning the breathing tasks, the significant group difference during
adaptation period of session 1 was entered as a covariate. All statistical tests used a
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significance level of p < .05 and were performed using SPSS 19.0. Greenhouse-Geisser
corrections of degrees of freedom were applied whenever necessary. For all F-tests effect
sizes (partial eta squared) are reported.

Results
Adaptation
During the adaptation phase of session 1 high-AS individuals reported more symptoms
than low-AS individuals. No baseline differences were detected for startle response
magnitude, respiratory rate, and end-tidal pCO2, see Table 2. With repetition of the
experimental session one week later startle response magnitudes equally decreased from
session 1 to session 2 for both groups, while respiratory rate and petCO2 did not differ
between sessions. The number of reported symptoms during the adaptation period showed
a greater decrease from session 1 to session 2 for high- as compared to low-AS persons.
In consequence, the groups did not differ in symptom report during the adaptation phase
of session 2.

Guided breathing tasks: Manipulation check
Respiratory parameters
Participants were able to adhere to the paced breathing procedures in both
sessions, see Figure 1 for end-tidal pCO2 during all hyperventilation and
normoventilation procedures. During hyperventilation, participants increased their
respiratory rate to the target rate of 20 cpm and kept it constant throughout the task,
minute F(2, 92) = 1.20, p = .304, η2p = .03, ε = .93, Minute x Session F(2, 92) = 1.31, p
= .269, η2p = .03, ε = .69. High- and low-AS participants were comparable in their
respiratory pattern throughout the hyperventilation task, group and Minute x Group F <
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1. During normoventilation in both sessions, both groups were comparably able to
successfully adjust their respiratory rate to the target rate of 13 cpm, group F(1, 46) =
1.05, p= .312, η2p = .02, Minute x Group F < 1.
As intended by the application of the guided hyperventilation procedure both
groups were characterized by an almost identical decrease of petCO2 in both sessions,
Minute x Session F < 1, Minute x Group F(2, 92) = 1.38, p = .255, η2p = .03, ε = .70.
PetCO2 equally decreased towards the target level of 20 mmHg in high- and low-AS
participants, minute F(2, 92) = 722.36, p = .000, η2p = .94, ε = .70, group F < 1. Also
during normoventilation both groups were characterized by a comparable course of
petCO2 in both sessions, Minute x Session F < 1, Minute x Group F(2, 92) = 1.62, p =
.211, η2p = .03, ε = .55, minute F(2, 92) = 82.21, p = .000, η2p = .64, ε = .55, group F < 1.
Although petCO2 slightly decreased it never dropped below the threshold of 30 mmHg
which is critical for symptom elicitation.

Symptom reports
As depicted in Figure 2, in both sessions both groups reported more panic
symptoms during hyperventilation than during normoventilation, task F(1, 46) = 96.36, p
= .000, η2p = .68, Task x Group F < 1, Task x Session F(1, 46) = 2.00, p = .164, η2p = .04.
Independent of the breathing task, i.e., similarly for hyperventilation and
normoventilation, the overall number of symptoms equally decreased from session 1 to
session 2 for both groups, session F(1, 45) = 6.10, p = .017, η2p = .12, Session x Group F
< 1, Task x Group x Session F(1, 46) = 1.64, p = .206, η2p = .04.
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Recovery
Respiratory parameters
PetCO2: After termination of the breathing procedures (hyper- as well as
normoventilation), high- and low-AS participants showed a steady petCO2 recovery,
minute F(2, 92) = 303.67, p = .000, η2p = .87, ε = .71, Minute x Group F < 1, group F <
1. After the hyperventilation challenges, participants crossed the critical threshold for
hyperventilation-related symptom elicitation between minutes 2 and 3 of the recovery,
see Figure 1. Most importantly, at no point of time petCO2 after normoventilation dropped
below the critical symptom-eliciting threshold of 30 mmHg, see Figure 1. Across all
conditions no differences in the course of recovery were detected between groups and
sessions, Minute x Session F(2, 92) = 1.33, p = .269, η2p = .03, ε = .94, Minute x Session
x Group F(2, 92) = 1.17, p = .314, η2p = .03, ε = .94.
Respiratory rate: In session 1, as expected, respiratory rate was relatively
decreased after hyperventilation as compared to after normoventilation, in low-AS, task
F(1, 21) = 5.43, p = .030, η2p = .21, but not in high-AS participants, task F(1, 25) = 3.12,
p = .090, η2p = .11, Task x Group F(1, 46) = 8.72, p = .005, η2p = .16, see Figure 3.
After the repetition of the paced breathing tasks one week later, both groups
showed a comparable respiratory response characterized by a relative decrease of the
respiratory rate after hyperventilation as compared to after normoventilation, task F(1,
46) = 5.50, p = .023, η2p = .11, Task x Group F(1, 46) = 1.02, p = .318, η2p = .02.
Differences in group responding between sessions were only supported in form of
a main group effect, i.e., high AS had generally higher respiratory rates in session 1, group
F(1, 46) = 11.09, p = .002, η2p = .19, but groups did not differ in session 2, group F(1, 46)
= 2.08, p = .156, η2p = .04, Group x Session F(1, 46) = 5.98, p = .018, η2p = .12. More
complex by task interactions did not turn out significant, F < 1.
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Startle response magnitudes
As depicted in Figure 4, only high-AS but not low-AS participants were
characterized by a potentiated startle response during early recovery from the first
hyperventilation exercise compared to the normoventilation, Group x Task F(1, 45) =
4.94, p = .031, η2p = .10; task: high-AS F(1, 24) = 7.63, p = .011, η2p = .24, low-AS F <
1.
This startle potentiation in the high-AS group was not anymore present one week
later, when the hyperventilation exercise was repeated, task F < 1, Task x Session F(1,
24) = 8.38, p = .008, η2p = .26. No effects of repetition were observed in low-AS
participants, task F < 1, Task x Session F < 1. Consequently, no group difference in taskdependent startle modulation was present in session 2, Group x Task F < 1.

Discussion
The present investigation addressed changes in defensive mobilization in individuals with
high vs. low fear of somatic sensations during repeated interoceptive exposure using a
standardized hyperventilation procedure. All participants repeatedly successfully adhered
to the guided hyperventilation and normoventilation procedures. Consequently, both
groups comparably reported more symptoms during hyperventilation compared to
normoventilation in both sessions. Only high-AS participants displayed potentiated startle
response magnitudes after the first hyperventilation vs. normoventilation, while low-AS
participants did not. One week later, when the hyperventilation exercise was repeated,
this potentiation was no longer present and thus high and low-AS groups no longer
differed in their defensive mobilization to symptom provocation. Concurrently, the
number of reported baseline symptoms also decreased from session one to session two in
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the high-AS group. Thus, while high-AS reported increased baseline anxiety symptoms
in session 1, groups did not differ in session 2.

Symptom provocation through guided hyperventilation
In the present study, we applied a well-controlled repeated interoceptive exposure
procedure, i.e., a paced breathing task accompanied by visual feedback regarding
breathing depth. All participants were able to successfully adhere to the hyperventilation
and normoventilation procedures in both sessions. In consequence, due to the induced
over-breathing above and beyond physiological demands high- and low-AS study
participants showed a reduction of petCO2 that was absolutely comparable between groups
and sessions due to the high level of procedural standardization. The course of petCO2
recovery was also comparable between groups. In concordance with previous studies
(Holtz, Pané-Farré, Wendt, Lotze, & Hamm, 2012; Wilhelm et al., 2001; Wollburg,
Meuret, Conrad, Roth, & Kim, 2008) both groups reported a variety of somatic symptoms
in response to hyperventilation and more symptoms during hyperventilation compared to
normoventilation clearly demonstrating the success of the symptom induction procedure.
Applying this standardized procedure we were able to investigate effects of repeated HV
on defensive mobilization to the feared interoceptive threat, i.e., the provoked sensations
of hyperventilation.

Changes in defensive mobilization with repetition of symptom provocation
Previous studies that were targeted at elucidating the effects of repeated
interoceptive exposure have demonstrated a reduction of fear (Deacon et al., 2013;
Sabourin, Stewart, Watt, & Krigolson, 2015) and greater toleration of somatic symptoms
(Deacon et al., 2013) in high anxiety sensitive participants when these were repeatedly
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confronted with feared somatic sensations. Further extending these findings Li et al.
(2008) demonstrated that the tolerance for aversive somatic sensations (i.e., air hunger)
increased for high and low trait anxious persons over the course of repeated
confrontations with hypercapnia. In the present study we found a decrease of provoked
symptoms in both, high and low anxiety sensitive persons, when they were confronted
with repeated hyperventilation as compared to normoventilation. Further supplementing
and extending these fingdings we demonstrated that startle response magnitudes during
recovery from the first hyperventilation vs. normoventilation were potentiated only in
high-AS participants and that this potentiation was no longer present when the
hyperventilation exercise was repeated one week later. Together with the reported
changes in breathing parameters in high anxiety sensitive participants this reduction in
fear potentiated startle in response to the elicitation of feared somatic sensations indicates
a reduction of mobilization of central defense networks in the context of repeated
hyperventilation, i.e., repeated interoceptive exposure.
A similar decrease of defensive network activation has been demonstrated to
occur in spider phobics with successful psychotherapy (Straube, Glauer, Dilger, Mentzel,
& Miltner, 2005). While phobics, as compared to controls, showed greater responses to
spider vs. control videos in the insula and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), cognitivebehavioral therapy (CBT) strongly reduced phobic symptoms as well as insula and ACC
hyperactivity in the treatment but not in the waiting-list group. Further evidence for the
reduction of defensive network activation by repeated exposure therapy comes from
Kircher et al. (2013). After CBT treatment, patients with panic disorder and agoraphobia,
compared to healthy controls, showed reduced activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG) during a conditioning paradigm, reduced agoraphobic symptoms, and increased
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connectivity between the IFG and fear network regions (amygdalae, insulae, ACC)
(Kircher et al., 2013).
As central mechanisms of action for the decrease in defensive mobilization recent
research suggests a form of fear extinction, namely inhibitory learning, as a key process
responsible for the treatment outcome of repeated (interoceptive) exposure. It is assumed
that the conditioned stimuli (somatic symptoms - formerly associated with aversive
outcomes) are now - via experiences from repeated interoceptive exposure - associated
with competing associations like tolerability or the non-occurrence of aversive outcomes,
that now inhibit previous associations (for a review see Boettcher et al., 2015; Craske et
al., 2008, 2014). Further, elucidating principles behind the particular effect of anxiety
reduction across repeated exposure sessions, Berry et al. (Berry, Rosenfield, & Smits,
2009) point out the importance of consolidation of extinction learning into long-term
memory between several sessions of exposure. In a similar vein, Pace-Schott and coworkers (Pace-Schott et al., 2014) underline the relevance of sleep between two sessions.
In their study sleep augmented the between session reduction of physiological measures
recorded during a loud-tone habituation paradigm, which can also be explained by
consolidation processes.

Anxious apprehension during adaptation
Already during adaptation phase, that means even before the first hyperventilation
exercise was introduced, high anxiety sensitive persons reported more anxiety symptoms
than low-AS persons, indicating greater anxious apprehension. At the same time, no
baseline differences were present for startle response magnitude, respiratory rate, and
end-tidal pCO2. This finding is in agreement with a diverse range of studies demonstrating
increased subjective anxious apprehension or increased report of anxiety symptoms when
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high fearful participants were at baseline but expected to be confronted with a symptom
provocation task (Alius, Pané-Farré, von Leupoldt, & Hamm, 2013; Holtz et al., 2012;
Stegen, Van Diest, Van de Woestijne, & Van den Bergh, 2000).
Interestingly, during adaptation in session two, i.e., after one performance of the
hyperventilation task one week earlier, the groups no longer differed in their symptom
reports as the number of reported symptoms showed a greater decrease from session 1 to
session 2 for high- as compared to low-AS persons. Additionally, startle response
magnitudes equally decreased from adaptation in session 1 to session 2 for both groups,
while respiratory rate and petCO2 did not differ between sessions. The reduction of
symptoms, especially in high-AS participants, and the decrease in startle magnitudes are
in line with experiences made in psychotherapy of anxiety disorders that is found to
reduce anxious apprehension.

Limitations of the study
As the current study investigated anxiety reduction in an analogue sample to
patients, which must be kept in mind as a limiting factor when drawing clinical
conclusions, future investigations need to be transferred to the clinical context before
definite statements about therapeutic processes in the treatment of actual patients can be
made.

Summary and clinical implications
In the present study we were able to establish a highly standardized
hyperventilation challenge that was successfully accomplished by all participants and that
induced anxiety symptoms in high and low anxiety sensitive persons. High-AS
participants were characterized by potentiated startle magnitude during recovery from
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hyper- vs. normoventilation in session one. With repetition of the challenge these group
differences were no longer present.
The results from the present study give first indication that defensive activation in
anxiety networks can be changed with repetition of a symptom provocation task. Thus,
established anxiety networks may be desensitized by repeated exposure to the feared
somatic sensations.
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Table 1. Means (standard errors) for questionnaire measures.

Measure

high-AS

low-AS

t

p (high vs. low-AS)

ASI [0-64]

33.92 (1.10)

8.52 (.51)

19.39

.000

STAI-Trait [20-80]

40.89 (1.56)

31.14 (1.20)

4.82

.000

ACQ [1-5]

1.79 (.09)

1.26 (.04)

5.22

.000

BSQ [1-5]

2.36 (.10)

1.59 (.11)

5.08

.000
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Table 2. Means (standard errors) for baseline values of physiological and subjective measures for session 1 and session 2.
Measure

Session 1
High-AS

Low-AS

Session 2
High- vs.

High- vs.

Session

Session x

Low-AS

Low-AS

effect

Group effect

t

t

p

F

p

39.96 (8.39)

1.13

.265

4.66

.036* .10

.752

Low-AS

p
.288

57.17

F

p

Startle response

62.67

magnitude (V)

(11.72)

RR (cpm)

16.14 (0.60) 15.22 (0.67) 1.03

.307

16.66 (0.54)

14.99 (0.74)

1.86

.069

.19

.668

1.33

.255

petCO2 (mmHg)

37.43 (0.88) 37.07 (0.65) .32

.747

37.40 (0.77)

37.68 (0.63)

.27

.786

.76

.387

.91

.346

Number of

3.73 (0.46)

.014

1.08 (0.26)

0.55 (0.21)

1.56

.125

68.02 .000* 4.27

symptoms

47.37 (8.04) 1.08

High-AS

(12.04)

2.14 (0.40)

2.57

*

.045*
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Figure 1.

End-tidal pCO2 during normo- and hyperventilation and early recovery
after normo- and hyperventilation in low and high anxiety sensitive
participants during session 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 2.

Number of reported symptoms during normo- and hyperventilation in
low and high anxiety sensitive participants during session 1 and 2,
respectively.
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Figure 3.

Respiratory rate during early recovery after normo- and hyperventilation
in low and high anxiety sensitive participants during session 1 and 2,
respectively.
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Figure 4.

Startle response magnitudes during early recovery after normo- and
hyperventilation in low and high anxiety sensitive participants during
session 1 and 2, respectively.
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